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Resumen

Se refina un modelo anterior de informacion åtica,

utilizada para analizar los derechos de propiedad

intelectual frente a derechos de acceso publico (Vaa-

gan y Koehler, 200412A05) de dos maneras. Primero,

el modelo Se expande para incluir los nuevos medios

que constituyen ya hoy la fuente de informacion plin-

cipal para muchos en la sociedad globalizada de la
informacion (Webster, 2AA4; Lievrouw y Livingstone,

2006). En segundo lugar, ya que la libertad de expre-

sion eS una preocupacion primordial para una ma-

yoria de los usuarios de los nuevos medios de comu-

hicacion en todo el mundo (BBC, 2A10), se necesita

incorporar la libertad de expresion en el modelo para

que pueda mantener su valor explicativo en el emer-

gente sisterna de "auto69municaCiOn de maSaS"

(Castells, 2009).

Palabras clave: Etica de la informacion. N uevos

medios. Globalizacion. Autocomunicacion de masas'

1. lntroduction

Joining LtS studies almost 10 years ago, my

initial research on the ethics of librarianship
(Vaagan , 2002) soon led me to the broader field

of information ethics (Vaagan and Koehler,

200412005). ln 2005, the Journalism section of

my faculty launched a new program in Media

and Communication Studies to which I shifted-

For the last 5 years my fields have been Media,

Communication and Journalism Studies. My

interest in ethics has persisted, leading to stu-

dies in open access and open source issues in

electronic publishing (Vaagån, 2007 a, 2007b)
and to media pluralism and freedom of expres-

sion in the context of new media and globaliza-
tion (Vaagan, 2008). Being invited to the lbersid

2O1O conference has prompted me to revisit

some of my previous work on information ethics

while at the same time anticipating some of the

ethical dilemmas in what Manuel Castells des-

cribes aS the emerging System of "maSS Self

communication" where new media play an im-

portant role (Castells, 2009).

Abstract
A model of information ethics used to analyze intellec-

tual property rights versus public access rights (Vaa-

gan and Koehler, 200412005) is refined in two ways'

First, the model is expanded to include new media

which have become the primary information source

for many in today's globalized information society

(Webstei, 2AO4; Lievrouw and Livingstone, 2006).

Second, since freedom of expression is a primary

concern for a majority of new media users worldwide

(BBC , 2010), there is a need to incorporate freedom

of expression in the model for it to retain explanatory

value in the emerging system of "mass self communi-

cation" (Castells, 2009).

Keywords: lnformation ethics. New media. Globaliza-
tion. Mass self communication.

1 .1 . Refining the model

Vaagan and Koehler QA0412005), drawing on

Zwass (2003), employed the following model:

Figure 1 . Sources, issu es and individual rights

Here, ethical issues Were Seen to be generated

by three main, interrelated sources: 1) the per-

vasive role and capacity of information systems
to collect, store and retrieve data , 2) the com-
plexity of information systems, and 3) the intan-
gible nature of information and digital goods,

Ethical issues: j Privaq'

Dueprocess PrivateProPerty
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such as digitized music, film or software. These
sources were seen to give rise to four main et-
hical issues privacy, accuracy, property and
access which in turn were associated with,
respectively, the individual rights issues of priva-
cy and free consent, due process, private pro-
perty and fair treatment. The case of a Nonrue-
gian hacker taken to court by the American film
industry was then discussed in terms of duty-
based and utilitarian ethics.

6 years later, the model still seems appropriate
for discussion of a broad range of issues related
to information age ethics. The three sources are
more pertinent today given factors such as the
rapid growth of the lnternet, technological ad-
vances e.g. in nanotechnology and globaltzed
new media as vehicles for ever more informa-
tion. The centrality of the listed ethical issues

World regions Papulation (2009
esf./

and individual rights persists, as we see in the
discussion on privacy and rhe EU Data Reten-
tion Directive, or in the discussion on how social
networking media like Facebook can spread
sensitive personal information. And there are still
differences between duty-based ethical thought
such as Kant's 'categorical imperative' which
states we should always treat others as ends,
never as means to an end, and utilitarian theory
which holds that our chosen action must produ-
ce the greatest overall good for the maximurn
number of people (The lnternet Encyclopedia of
Philosoph y, 201 0).

A conservative estimate of the indexed world
Wide Web today runs to at least 20, 3 billion
pages (WorldwideWebSize.com, 201 0), acces-
sed by 1,8 billion lnternet users or 2G,Oo/o of the
world's population (lnternet World Stats, 2010)

lnternef users Penetration Growth
(Dec 31 , 2009) (% pop.) 2000-2009

lnternef users
(Dec 1 , 2000)

Africa 991 ,0A2342 4,514 ,400 86,21 7,900 9.7 % 1,809.9 %

Asia 3,808,070,503 114,304,000 764,435,900 20.1 % 568 .B %

Europe 803,850,959 105,096,093 425,773,571 æ.a% 305.1 %

Middle Easl 202,687,005 3,284,800 58,309,546 28.8 % 1 ,67 5.1 %

North America 340,831,831 108,096,800 259,561,000 76.2 % 140.1 %

Lati n Am e rica/Ca ri b b e a n 586,662,469 18,068,919 186 ,922,050 31 .9% 934 .5 %

Oceania/Australia 34,7A0,201 7,620,480 21 ,110,490 60,8 % 177.A %
World total 6,767,805 ,208 360,985 ,492 1 ,902,330 ,457

Table 1. World lnternet population (lnternet World Sfafs,

26.6 %

201 0)

399 .3 %

tries such as Mexico , Brazil and rurkey a majori-
ty of those polled support the idea of net access
as a right (BBC , 201 0). I now acknowledge that
freedom of expression ought to have been pre-
sent in the original model since this is both a
legal right and an ethical issue of long standing.
Freedom of expression became a universal
ethical right with the adoption in 1g4B of rhe
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. while
this declaration has no legal status, it provides
strong ethical guidance. Article 19 states that

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and
expression; this right includes freedom to hold opi-
nions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media
and regardless of frontiers. (UN, 2010).

Freedom of expression is further enshrined in
international legal conventions such as Article
19 of the lnternational covenant on civil and
Political Rights of 1966, and in Article 10 in the
European Declaration of Human Rights of 1950.

while digital gaps between and within regions
and countries remain significant and while the
lnternet can be misused (Rice and Haythornth-
waite, 2006) and/or is mainly an elite medium
(Hindman, 2009), the total global lnternet usage
population is steadily increasing. At the same
time, broadband access has been extended to
many households in advanced economies and
the use of social networking media, blogs, mobi-
le phones, PDAs and iPads is spreading. Part of
this growth is taking place in the most populous
regions, notably in Asia, where 56% of the
world's population is concentrated.

As for ethical issues and associated individual
rights, the model needs refinement in terms of
freedom of expression, which is linked with ac-
cess to information. ln a poll conducted in March
2410 for the British Broadcasting Corporation
covering 27,000 people in 26 countries, the rn-
ternet was seen as a 'fundamental right' by four
out of five people sampled. ln particular, in coun-
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Against this backdrop, I have refined the model

as shown in figure 2, where new media are un-

derstood to be included in each of the three

sources of ethical issues:

Ethical I hivacY
lssues: I

Accuracy Property Access Freedom of
exDresslon

tndividual j PrivacY, fec
riehts: i consent

Ilue
Drocess

Pri\råte
DroDerr,y

Fair
tr€atment

Freedom of
exoression

Figure 2. Sources, issues and individual rights,
including freedom of ex1ression

1.2. The press and media, access to information
and freedom of expression

Migrating to Media, Communication and Journa-
lism Studies has sensitized me to the fact that
information is not only generated, stored and

retrieved but also mediated to responsive au-

diences, thereby becoming communication. This

rnakes it necessary to briefly reflect on the role

of the press and media in promoting access to

information and freedom of expression. Though
not universally respected, these are core princi-
ples for a well-functioning press and media in

Western democracies. The two first clauses of
The Declaration of Principles on the Conduct of
Journalists adopted by the lnternational Federa-
tion of Journalists (1954,1986) reads as follows:
1)"Respect for truth and for the right of the public
to truth is the first duty of the journalist"; 2) "ln
pursuance of this duty, the journalist shall at all

times defend the principles of freedom in the
honest collection and publication of news, and of
the right of fair comment and criticism." (lFJ,
2010). ln Western journalism, there is a strong
element of duty-based ethics. The press and
rnedia have a duty to print all truthful, newswor-
thy information that is uncovered, and to inform
the public. This is the raison d'åtre of the news
media, not entertainment or advertising (Smith,
2008, p. 31).

Access to information depends to a significant
degree on Freedom of Information legislation. ln

many Western democracies the press and me-
dia use these actively to get material for their
reporting. The first Freedom of lnformation law
was passed in Sweden in 1766, and by mid-
2008 this type of legislation had been adopted
by 85 countries while another 1B were pondering
introducing it in some form or other (Wapedia,
201 0). Allowing access can have unexpected
consequences. The UK passed a Freedom of

lnformation Act as recently as 2001, which came
into force as late as in 2005. By then the investi-
gative journalist Heather Brooke had launched a
successful campaign through the court system
to gain access to the expense accounts of
members of parliament, in the process uncove-
ring widespread political corruption. This author
has recently been appointed by the Nonruegian

Ministry of Foreign Affairs as head of two wor-
king groups for media freedom and responsibility
in Nonruay's human rights dialogues with China
and Vietnam. ln 2008, China passed an Open
Government lnformation Regulation while Viet-
nam is drafting a Freedom of lnformation Act.
These are challenging processes for both China
and Vietnam where the Communist Party and
State own and control all press and media out-
lets and where the role of the journalist so far is
only to disseminate official information, not ask
critical questions.

The dominating ethical issues for journalists in
many countries with a free press are truth and
objectivity in reporting, censorship (including self
censorship), editorial and journalistic indepen-
dence from authorities (and owners), manipula-
tion and fabrication of news, relationships with
sources (including if necessary going to jail to
protect the anonymity of sources), privacy and

conflict of interest (Frost, 2001 ). The journalist is

often confronted by the dilemma of whether it is
in the public interest to infringe on someone's
privacy (Smith, 2008). The stance depends on

professional codes of conduct or ethics, where
as noted duty-based ethics is impoftant in Wes-
tern journalism. Some media scholars have
advanced models of media literacy in which
ethical considerations play a key role (Potter,
2004).

2. New media and mass self
communication

The information age is increasingly typified by

technology-driven information overload and

media saturation. The State of the Blogosphere
2009 gave up estimating the size of the blo-
gosphere which doubles every 6 months, and

instead concentrated on the most influential and

authoritative blogs. The previous year (2008)
this report had stated that 133 million blog re-

cords had been indexed since 2A02, and that
900,000 blogs had been posted in the last 24
hours. The 2009 report does confirffi, though,
that a majority of global bloggers are highly edu-
cated and affluent, and self-expression and sha-
ring expertise are their primary motivations
(Technorati , 201 0).

Traditional media like one-way TV and radio
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broadcasting or print newspapers are losing

market shares in many countries and regions to

new, interactive, two-way electronic media like

blogs, social networking sites such as Facebo-

ok, MySpace, YouTube, Twitter, and wikipedia.

The uniquitous mobile phone is increasingly

becoming a portable mini-computer, and the

iPad has recently been introduced. New media

studies has therefore adopted a three-level ap-

proach to analYze:

information and communication technologies and

their associated social contexts t I specifically,

new media involve infrastructures with three com-

ponents: a) artefacts or devices used to communi-

cate or convey information; b) the activities and

practices in which people engage to communicate

or share information; and c) the social arrange-

ments or organizational forms that develop around

these devi.et and practices. (Lievrouw and Li-

vingstone, 2006,2).

Despite this broad and inclusive definition, ethics

is only indexed once in this authoritative source

and only briefly discussed in terms of building

infrastructure siandards that will affect big user

communities (Leigh and Bowker, 2006, p' 239)'

while ethics is still insufficiently explored in new

media studies, there is interesting new work

appearing (McMahon et al, 2009; Levahot, 2009,

Altschuler et al, 2009). This will surely improve

in Castells' system of "maSS self communica-

tion". Expanding on his concept from the late

1990s of "the network society" that was simulta-

neously global, networked and informational,

castells in his latest study on shifts in communi-

cation power, notes that the diffusion of the ln-

ternet has given rise to a new communication

form which differs from traditional mass commu-

nication. lt is typified by the capacity of sending

messages from many to many, in real or chosen

time, and with the option of employing point-to-

point cornmunication, narrowcasting or broad-

casting, depending on situational specifics' Cas-

tells calls this "maSS self communication" becau-

se it can reach a global audience (e.9. posting a

video on YouTube or a blog with RSS links to

various web sources) and the production is self-

generated:

This form of communication has developed with

Web 2.0 and Web 3.0, or the cluster of technolo-

gies, devices and applications that support the pro-

Iiferation of social spaces on the lnternet thanks to

increased broadband capacity, innovative open-

Source software, and enhanced computer graphics

and interface, including avatar interaction in three-

dimensional virtual spaces (Castells, 2009, 65)'

2.1 . Collective intelligence or hypersurveillance?

Two other scholars with interesting views on

contemporary and future ICT and new media

scenarios are Henry Jenkins and David Lyon.

Jenkins theorizes about the relationship betwe-

en three concepts - media convergence, partici-

patory culture and collective intelligence- The

first describes content flow across multiple me-

dia platforffis, and multiple media industry coo-

peration as well as migratory behavior of resour-

ceful media audiences searching entertainrnent

experiences anywhere they can find it. Conver-

gence does not, however, take place through

media appliances but "within the brains of indivi-

dual consumers and through their social interac-

tions with others" (Jenkins, 2007:3). The second

concept departs from previous notions of passi-

ve media consumption and instead recasts con-

sumers as interacting participants acting accor-

ding to rules they do not fully comprehend' Fina-

lly, collective intelligence is seen as an alternati-

ve source of media power that we are only now

learning to employ (Jenkins, 2007, p.4). Jenkins

therefore seems to be close to Castells views'

Lyon is another story altogether. Drawing on

Bentham's Panopticon, an architectural design

for prisons in the 1gth century which allowed

wardens to watch prisoners without being seen

and inspired by Foucault's idea of disciplinary

regimes and continuous surveillance, David

Lyon coins the neologisms "superpanoptlcon"

and "hypersurveillance" to describe contempora-

ry and future lcT monitoring and surveillance

systems.. These can be associated with any of 4

main strands of surveillance theory: a) the nation

state orientation which focusses on political-

military imperatives and inter-state struggles and

draws on the work of Mosco, Pareto, Sorel and

Michels; b) weberian-based bureaucratic survei-

llance and computerization intermixed with Kaf-

kaesque uncertainty and fear; c) technologic

modernity surveillance that draws on Jacques

Ellul and technicization of policing and informa-

tion brokerage; and finally d) Marxian-influenced
political economy like the work of Gandy that

places new surveillance technologies in a class-

conflict framework (Lyon,200B)- This rather

gloomy vision differs significantly from lh. more

optimistic scenarios of Castells and Jenkins-

3. Ethical issues and individual rights

Here I will briefly review the five ethical issues

and associated individual rights and link these

with the ideas of Castells, Jenkins and Lyon. I

very briefly relate the discussion to normative

ethical reflection and virtue-based, duty-based

Vaagan, Robert Wallace . La 6tica de la informacion

de comunicacion y ta tibertad de expresion' // lbersid'
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or consequentialist ethical thought (The lnternet
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2A1 0).

3.1 . Privacy

Vaagan and Koehler (200412005) did not focus

on privacy or its associated individual right of
privacy and free consent, and noted only the

debate on the Total Awareness Act following
9111 and the differences between privacy stan-
dards in the USA and Europe. lf space had per-

mitted I would have liked to comment on the EU

Data Retention Directive but I will limit the dis-
cussion to Google. Here the surveillance theorist
Lyon has much to say, and so has Jenkins, in
terms of participatory culture, and Castells, on

setf mass communication, by e.g. uploading
footage to Google-owned YouTube.

Google's rise to become a dominating stakehol-
der in the information, communication and me-

dia business is well documented (Stross, 2008).
ln a review of Google in January 2010 entitled
Ende der Privatheit, Der Spiegel highlighted
many of the ethical dilemmas that are associa-
ted with Google's bipolar drive to organize the

entire world's knowledge while adhering to the

company motto of "Don't Be Evil" (Der Spiegel,
2A10a). ln a follow-up issue in April zUA on
Google's ethically motivated decision to with-
draw from China due to Chinese lnternet cen-
sorship, Google co-founder Sergey Brin, who
was born in Russia and experienced surveillan-
c€, stated that "We believe this was our best
choice in order to defend the principles of trans-
parency and freedom of information" (author's
translation) (Der Spiegel, 2010b, p. 96). These
features make Google interesting from both a
virtue-based, duty-based and consequentialist
eth ical perspective. 

:

Google's existing array of applications include
Google Sky Map , Nexus One, Google Latitude,
geographical mapping, Google Books, Google
Earth/Street View, YouTube, Google Alerts,
News, Browser Chrome, Google Product
Search, Gmail, Picasa and Google Maps Navi-
gation. Privacy concerns have been stirred es-
pecially by Google Earth/Street View and
Google Buzz. The former blurs faces and car
plates to protect anonymity but is still seen by
some as invasion of privacy. The latter was
dropped by Google when it was admitted that
composing a list of social media friends based
on registered e-mail contacts had its drawbacks.
But it is especially the applications currently in
developement and under planning that have
motivated Der Spiegel to use the title "End of
Privacy". Goggles, a visual recognition applica-
tion, can identify faces from vast visual databa-

ses (including Picasa) and can be linked with
Google Social Search, Google Docs, Google
Health, Google Blogs to allow integrated text
and visual identification, collating commerical
information in social networks and personal
profiles (including health) and preferences to a

degree that potentially removes all privacy (Der
Spieg el, 201 0a , 2A1 0b).

3.2. Accuracy

Accu racy and its associated individual right of
due process were not main concerns in Vaagan
and Koehler (200412005). The perils have long
been clear in the event that inaccurate informa-
tion about our health, financial situation, travels,
communications, personal lives etc is registered
and retained for a longer period e.g. by Google,
Facebook or police/security forces. This is parti-
cularly so if such information is beyond our con-
trol and there is no provision for correcting or
deleting inaccurate data. Slander or lies placed
by an anonymous source on a web server be-
yond one's national jurisdiction is almost impos-
sible to delete. lnaccurate information may pre-
vent one from getting health insurance, a job or
being promoted. Not surprisingly, surveillance
theorists like Lyon are concerned by accuracy.
New media, notably blogs, add to the dissemina-
tion of information whose accuracy is often du-
bious (Levahot, 2009). Yet new media can be
used to "set the record straight" and contradict
stories planted in the mainstream press. Recen-
tly a video was posted on Wikileaks, showing
US soldiers in lraq killing civilians in July 2007,
including two Reuters repofters. The official US
version had been that their forces had been
attacked and had acted in self defence. Also in
terms of accuracy, the relevance of both virtue-
based, duty-based and consequentialist ethical
thought is clear.

3.3. Property

ln Vaagan and Koehler (200412005) property
and the associated individual right of private
property is discussed in some detail, including
the World Intellectual Property Organization and
consumer group reactions to the EU Directive
for the Enforcement of lntellectual Property
Rights. The legal and ethical controversy betwe-
en proprietary versus public domain ownership
surfaced in the Pirate Bay court case in Sweden
in April 2009. Pirate Bay is the world's largest
file sharing website. Although the IPRED Direc-
tive was implemented by EU member states in
2006, it did not come into force in Sweden befo-
re l April 2009. The Pirate Bay ruling on 17 April
2009 (after a nine-day trial) reinforced proprieta-
ry ownership by finding the 4 Pirate Bay owners
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guilty of assistance to copyright infringement
and sentenced them to one year in prison and a
fine of 30 million SEK (Wikipedia, 2010). Proper-
ty is an issue we find in Jenkins'ideas of partici-
patory culture, collective intelligence and media
convergence, and also in Castells'focus on

shifts in power relations in "mass self communi-
cation". ln terms of ethics, property can therefore
be fruitfully analyzed from either a virlue-based,
duty-based or consequentialist perspective.

3.4. Access

ln Vaagan and Koehler (200412005) access and
the associated individual right of fair treatment
are discussed in some detail, including digital
divides. Above I have listed many factors that
contribute to improved access globally. As for
new media, it is interesting to note that while
these contribute significantly to the process of
globalization (Jenkins,2006; Friedman,2006;
Vaagan, 2008; Castells, 2009), their role is still
unexplored in recent primers on globalization
(Lechner and Boli, 2008). As noted this will soon

be redressed in view of new work on globaliza'
tion and ethics (Altschuler et al, 2009; McMahon
et al, 2009). In Nonruay a case involving the pro-

vision of access has recently been settled by the
courts, and seems to support both Jenkins' and
Castells' arguments. The music and film industry
had long demanded that Telenor the domina-
ting 54% state-owned telecommunications pro-

vider and one of the world's largest mobile pho-
ne suppliers - must block access for its lnternet
subscribers to Pirate Bay to prevent illegal file
sharing. Telenor refused to comply and the case
went to court. Both the district court and appella-
te court found no provision under the lntellectual
Property Act to conclude that Telenor assisted in
punishable or indemnifiable acts among end
users by not blocking The Pirate Bay. The deci-
sion has gladdened the file sharing community
and angered the proprietary ownership side. The
latter is now seeking a revision of The lntellec-
tual Property Act to cover providing access to
and infrastructure for illegal file sharing. From an

ethical standpoint it seems that access can be
meaningfully analyzed from a virtue-based, duty-
based or consequentialist viewpoint.

3.5. Freedom of Expression

This new element is seen both as an issue and
an individual right, linked with access. Above I

have argued that it should have been incorpora-
ted in the first model since it is not a new issue.
ln fact, the Noruuegian constitution was revised in

2004 when article 100 (Freedom of Expression)
was strengthened. ln global terms, freedom of
expression is of course nominally present in

many constitutions, conventions and declara-
tions. But as organizations like Amnesty lnterna-
tional or Reporters without Borders remind us
and Google by withdrawing from China cen-
sorship (including self censorship) and lack of
freedom of expression are common practices in

many, if not most, countries today. This is clearly
both a legal and ethical issue of great magnitude.
That is why I find it so interesting that newer
research confirms that the lnternet is seen in a

majority of countries sampled as a basic human
right (BBC, 2010). At the same time, if we are to
believe surveillance theorists like Lyon, increa-
sed freedom of expression has a price - increa-
sed suryeillance. While freedom of information
can be usefully analyzed from both a virtue-
based, duty-based or consequentialist perspecti-
ve, I have noted that in Western journalism, duty-
based ethics has a strong position.

4. Conclusion

lnternet and new media have for many become
the main source of information today, which
poses challenges for ethical reflection in the
information age. We are moving ahead to a

system of communication envisaged somewhat
differently by theorists such as Castells, Jenkins
and Lyon. From an ethical perspective, much
depends on the emphasis given to normative
theories of virtue, duty or consequence. This
paper has argued in favour of including new
media and freedom of expression in an earlier
model of information ethics, and also to extend
the model from LIS to include Journalism, Media
and Communication Studies. The refined model
is seen to retain explanatory value in the emer-
ging new system of "mass self communication"
(Castells, 2009).
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